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This program integrates technology and engineering concepts and practices in the Force and
Motion science curriculum in Middle School (8th grade). Students are presented with a hands-on, practical
engineering design experience through a performance optimization of a model race car. They are engaged
in using technology (CAD software, virtual wind tunnel simulation) to design and test a shell for a mini
model car, while learning science concepts and practices. This approach allows true integration of STEM
disciplines (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics).
The presentation of the content follows the Engineering Design Cycle. Students were presented
with a problem that they needed to solve (how to optimize the performance of a mini Soap Box Derby
Car). They investigated the aerodynamics of the car through guided activities using hands-on and virtual
labs. Using knowledge gained from these activities, they brainstormed and designed a car shell using CAD
software, tested their designs virtually, optimized, and then 3-D printed their designs. Groups of students
then test their manufactured car shells in a class competition, and proceeded to a district wide competition.
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Unit Summary:
Identify the Problem-KWL Activity: Teachers introduce the design challenge and guide students to identify requirements,
constraints, and the need to do research/investigations.
“How can we optimize a mini Soap Box Derby Car?”
Exploration!: Students investigate how various shapes (box, trapezoid, semicircle, etc.) can affect the performance of the mini car using observations of a
car moving down the track; they clarify the problem by making connections
between track performance and experimental testing observations; students also
explore how engineers use computational simulation by investigating the
aerodynamics of various shapes using a computer simulation.
Brainstorm Solutions: In groups, students sketch possible design solutions for
the car shell based on the investigations from the Exploration! phase.
Select a Design and Prototype: Students create possible mini car shells with CAD, utilizing knowledge about aerodynamics
acquired from experimental explorations with shapes in real and virtual experiments.
Test and Evaluate: Students evaluate car shells with 3D virtual wind tunnel simulation. Collect data and compare designs.
Optimize: Students revise their designs using qualitative and quantitative assessment from 3D virtual wind tunnel simulation.
Fabricate Final Design: Students 3D print their designs and explore advances in manufacturing and prototyping “tools” with
additive manufacturing (3D printing).
Share Solution: Students share their solutions during class presentations and compete with their 3D printed designs in a district
wide race.

Connection to Next Generation Science Standards:
MS-ETS1-1: Define the criteria and constraints of a design problem with sufficient precision to ensure a successful solution, taking into
account relevant scientific principles and potential impacts on people and the natural environment that may limit possible solutions.
MS-ETS1-2: Evaluate competing design solutions using a systematic process to determine how well they meet the criteria and constraints
of the problem.
MS-ETS1-3: Analyze data from tests to determine similarities and differences among several design solutions to identify the best
characteristics of each that can be combined into a new solution to better meet the criteria for success.
MS-ETS1-4: Develop a model to generate data for iterative testing and modification of a proposed object, tool, or process such that an
optimal design can be achieved.

